
Roller set
HP4611/00

Bouncy curls that last
Salon Rollers Pro curling iron

Tight, loose, sculpted or bouncy. Get exactly the hair style and type of curls and waves you want with the Salon

Rollers Pro.

Beautifully styled hair
4 ceramic volume rollers - longlasting voluminous curls

Shiny curls - 12 flocked rollers

Optimal styling temperatures in each roller

Ease of use
12 fixation clips for firm fixation of the flocked rollers

4 butterfly clips for firm fixation of the volume rollers

Ready for use indicator

Time saving
It takes only few minutes for styler to be ready to use



Roller set HP4611/00

Highlights Specifications
Optimal styling temperatures
SalonRollers Pro heats up each roller

individually to assure a quick and even heat up

to professional styling temperatures. The rollers

retain their heat extra long to give an optimal

fixation of your hair style.

4 ceramic volume rollers
4 volume rollers - ceramic finish for big curls

that last.

12 flocked rollers
6 medium and 6 small rollers - flocked to

enhance shine.

Fast heat up time
It takes only few minutes for styler to be ready

to use

4 butterfly clips
4 butterfly clips for firm fixation of the volume

rollers

12 fixation clips
12 fixation clips for firm fixation of the flocked

rollers

Ready for use indicator

Ready for use indicator: the dot turns white

when ready for use

 

Technical specifications
Voltage: 220-240 ~ V

Wattage: 400 W

Max. temperature (ceramic rollers): 135 °C

Heat up time to 100°C: 15 s

Weight and dimensions F-box
Net product dimensions excl. attachments:

305 x 203 x 127 mm

Dimensions

Weight of net product incl. attachements:

1773 g

F-box volume

F-box weight (including product)

Pallet
Number of layers: 3

Quantity: 1000x1200x1705

Piece per layer: 6

F-box in A-box: 6

Total piece: 108 pcs

Weight and dimensions A-box
Dimensions: 520 *346 *494(H) mm

Number of F-boxes in A-box: 6

Weight: 1056 g

A-box volume: 88881 cm³

Logistic data
CTV code

Country of origin: China
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